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Summary  

 

Visual search depends on both the foveal and peripheral visual system, yet the foveal attention 

mechanisms is still lack of insights.  We simultaneously recorded the foveal and peripheral 

activities in V4, IT and LPFC, while monkeys performed a category-based visual search task.  

Feature attention enhanced responses of Face-selective, House-selective, and Non-selective foveal 

cells in visual cortex.  While foveal attention effects appeared no matter the peripheral attention 

effects, paying attention to the foveal stimulus dissipated the peripheral feature attentional effects, 

and delayed the peripheral spatial attentional effects.  When target features appeared both in the 

foveal and the peripheral, feature attention effects seemed to occur predominately in the foveal, 

which might not distribute across the visual field according to common view of distributed feature 

attention effects.  As a result, the parallel attentive process seemed to occur during distractor 

fixations, while the serial process predominated during target fixations in visual search.  
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Introduction 

 

In naturalistic environment, our eyes generally move 2-3 times per second to gather information 

from different locations of the world.  Visual search has been widely investigated to understand 

the neural mechanisms of visual attention during active vision.  Feature attention enhances the 

visual responses of neurons to stimuli sharing features with the target in V4, IT, lateral intra-

parietal cortex (LIP), and the prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Bichot et al., 2005, 2015, 2019; David et 

al., 2008; Mirpour et al., 2018; Motter, 2018; Sapountzis et al., 2018; Zhou and Desimone, 2011), 

and shifted the tuning of V4 neurons to more closely match the spectral properties of the target 

(Mazer and Gallant, 2003).  The feature attention effects seem to occur throughout the visual 

field, independently of the locus of spatial attention (Bichot et al., 2005; Cohen and Maunsell, 

2011; Maunsell and Treue, 2006; Mazer and Gallant, 2003; McAdams and Maunsell, 2000; 

Motter, 2018; Saenz et al., 2002; Sapountzis et al., 2018; Painter et al., 2014; Treue and Martinez-

Trujillo,1999; Zhou and Desimone, 2011), and the amplitude of the attentional modulation is 

related to saccade behaviors during search (Motter, 2018; Sapountzis et al., 2018; Zhou and 

Desimone, 2011).  Visual responses are also enhanced by spatial attention during free-gaze visual 

search, and the spatial and feature attentional processes seem to occur in parallel temporally in V4, 

PFC, LIP (Bichot et al., 2005, 2015; Motter, 2018; Sapountzis et al., 2018; Zhou and Desimone, 

2011).  The prefrontal cortex and the parietal cortex might modulate the responses in visual 

cortex during the attentional processes in visual search (Bichot et al., 2015, 2019; Zhou and 

Desimone, 2011).  However, these findings are based on analysis of activities of neurons with the 

peripheral receptive field (RF), thus, reflecting the attentional mechanisms in the peripheral.  

There is still a lack of insights into the mechanisms of visual attention through the foveal visual 

system in visual search, although the primate visual system is designed to preferentially analyze 

the foveal stimuli in the visual field.    
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It is known that both the peripheral and foveal visual systems play important roles in visual 

search.  In particular, masking the foveal visual field interferes severely with visual exploration 

behaviors, including decreases in search accuracy, increases in search time, elimination of the 

search facilitation in repeated displays (Bertera and Rayner, 2000; Cornelissen et al., 2005; 

McIlreavy et al., 2012; Murphy and Foley-Fisher, 1988), and these behavioral effects is 

comparable to, or larger than the effects caused by masking the peripheral field (Bertera and 

Rayner, 2000; Cornelissen et al., 2005).  Currently, most studies involving central vision are 

focused on mechanisms of object recognition and categorization in high-level visual areas such as 

V4, IT (Bao et al., 2020; Bashivan et al., 2019; Chang and Tsao, 2017; Hong et al., 2016; Yamins 

et al., 2014), but not in the free-gaze visual search.  Wang et al. (2018) show a target-selective 

enhanced response in human medial temporal lobe (MTL) and medial frontal cortex (MFC) during 

visual search, but this study doesn’t map the RFs of these recorded neurons, leaving open the 

question on foveal attention mechanisms.   

 

The co-existence of attentional modulation in different locations have been reported, including 

feature attention effects across the peripheral visual field, spatial and feature attention across 

multiple peripheral locations in the visual and prefrontal cortex (Bichot et al., 2005, 2015; 

Mirpour et al., 2018; Motter, 2018; Sapountzis et al., 2018; Zhou and Desimone 2011), while it is 

still an open question about parallel attentional modulation in the peripheral and the foveal.  A 

number of studies suggests different relationship between the foveal and peripheral attentional 

processes.  High level of attentional load in the foveal reduce the detection accuracy of stimuli in 

the peripheral (Macdonald and Lavie, 2008), and directing attention to peripheral regions reduced 

the EEG response to foveal stimuli (Lissa et al., 2020), and attending one feature in the central 

task cost the performance in the periphery (Morrone et al., 2002; VanRullen et al., 2004), while 

other studies show independent relationship between the foveal and peripheral processes  

(Ludwig et al., 2014; Morrone et al., 2002; Shen et al., 2003; VanRullen et al., 2004).  

Simultaneously recording of cells with foveal RF and peripheral RF allows us to obtain further 

insights into this relationship at neuronal level.   

 

In this study, we recorded from foveal and peripheral cells simultaneously in area V4, IT cortex 

and lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC), while monkeys performing a category-based visual search 

task.  We found that foveal cells exhibit stronger Face or House selectivity than that of the 

peripheral cells.  These Face-selective and House-selective cells showed stronger feature 

attentional enhancement to their preferred stimulus category, while the attentional effects on 

different level responses to stimuli within the same category were similar.  Paying attention to the 

foveal stimulus dissipated the feature attentional effects in the peripheral, and delayed spatial 

attentional effects in V4, IT and LPFC peripheral cells.  Thus, feature attentional enhancement in 

the peripheral and the foveal seemed not occur in parallel during visual search.  This study 

extended our understanding of distribution of attention in active vision and feature attention 

toward complex stimulus features. 

 

Results 
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In the category-based visual search task, the monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were free to find either 

one of the two targets in the search array and required to fixated on it for 800 ms (Figure 1A-B).  

The targets were indicted by an early-appeared cue stimulus that was always different from the 

targets.  The targets and the cue stimulus belonged to the same category.  Both monkeys 

performed well in this free-gaze visual search task, with 92% correct by monkey S and 86% 

correct by monkey E. 

 

We recorded both single unit and multiunit activity in area V4, inferior temporal (IT), and LPFC 

simultaneously in two monkeys.  Figure 1C shows representative MRI sections through V4, IT, 

and LPFC.  The estimated V4, IT, and LPFC recording sites in the two monkeys are shown in 

Figure S1.  We recorded 1898 foveal units, and 767 peripheral units with increased visual 

response in V4.  These foveal units showed significantly increased responses to the cue stimulus 

presented in the foveal (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.05), but not to the search array covering the 

peripheral field before the first saccade (Figure S2 A-C, E-G).  These peripheral units responded 

to the search array, but not to the cue stimulus in the foveal (Figure S2 I-K, M-O, Q-S).  The RFs 

of these peripheral units were further mapped using a visually guided saccade task.  In IT, we 

recorded 1511 foveal units, and 262 peripheral units.  In LPFC, we recorded 35 foveal units, and 

510 peripheral units.  Further analyses were based on these foveal units and peripheral units.  

The results were qualitatively similar in both monkeys and were therefore combined. 

 

Feature attentional modulation in V4 and IT foveal cells during visual search 

For the 1898 V4 foveal units, 266 of them were defined as Face-selective units, 304 as House-

selective units, and 1051 as Non-selective units (see Methods).  For the 1511 IT foveal units, 

there were 518 Face-selective units, 340 House-selective units, and 558 Non-selective units.  

Figure S2 D and H shows distributions of the selectivity indices of all foveal cells in V4 and IT. 

 

We found that the responses of the foveal cells in both V4 and IT were modulated by feature 

attention.  Figure 2 A-B shows normalized firing rates averaged across the populations of Face-

selective foveal cells during“Face Target”, “Face Distractor”, “House Target”, and “House 

Distractor” fixations (see methods) in IT and V4, respectively.  The responses to the target Face 

stimuli in the foveal were significantly larger than responses to the same stimuli when the Face 

stimuli were distractors (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05).  Feature attention also enhanced 

responses to the House stimuli in the House-selective foveal cells in IT and V4 (Figure 2 C-D), 

respectively.  For stimuli in the non-preferred category, these feature attentional effects were 

weak (Figure 2 A-D).  Thus, feature attention seemed to selectively enhance responses to the 

stimuli in the preferred category of these foveal selective cells in IT and V4.  For Non-selective 

foveal cells in IT and V4, feature attention enhanced responses to the two categories of stimuli 

non-selectively (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05; Figure 2 E-F; Figure S7). 

 

We calculated an Attention Indices to quantify the attention effects for each unit, which was the 

difference divided by the sum of the firing rates in the two attention conditions.  Figure S3 A-B 

show distributions of the Attention Indices of all foveal Face-selective units in IT and V4 calculated 

from their responses to Face stimuli (IT mean Attention Indices 0.058, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, 

p < 0.05; V4 mean Attention Indices 0.023, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05).  The attention 
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indices were also significantly larger than zero in foveal House-selective cells in IT and V4 

calculated from their responses to House stimuli (Figure S3 C-D; IT mean Attention Indices 0.03, 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05; V4 mean Attention Indices 0.03, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p 

< 0.05).  The Attention Indices calculated from responses to the preferred category was 

significantly larger than the index calculated from responses to the non-preferred category in the IT 

and V4 Face- and House- selective cells (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05).  In addition, the 

attention indices calculated from their responses to both Face and House stimuli were significantly 

larger than zero in foveal Non-selective cells in IT and V4 (Figure S3 E-F; IT mean Attention Indices 

0.026, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05; V4 mean Attention Indices 0.0075, Wilcoxon signed-

rank test, p < 0.05). 

 

Attentional modulation in the peripheral and temporal relationship between attentional 

modulation in the foveal and the peripheral. 

In the 767 V4 peripheral units, there were 19 Face-selective units, 13 House-selective units, and 

732 Non-selective units.  In IT, the 262 peripheral units included 11 Face-selective units, 10 

House-selective units, and 239 Non-selective units.  In the 510 LPFC peripheral units, there were 

15 Face-selective units, 23 House-selective units, and 469 Non-selective units.  Figure S2 L, P, 

and T show distributions of the stimulus category selectivity indices of all peripheral cells in V4, 

IT and LPFC.  Because the numbers of selective cells were very limited, we focused our analysis 

on these Non-selective cells in V4, IT and LPFC. 

 

Feature attention enhanced visual responses of V4, IT and LPFC peripheral cells (Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test, p < 0.05; Figure 3 A-C), when monkeys were planning an eye movement to a 

stimulus out of the RF.  For the spatial attention effects in the peripheral cells, we compared the 

responses to a stimulus in the RF when the animal was planning a saccade to that stimulus 

(Attention In) with responses to the same stimulus when the animal was planning a saccade out of 

the RF (Attention Out).  Figure 3 D-F show that the Attention In response was significantly 

larger than the Attention Out response (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05) in V4, IT and LPFC, 

respectively. 

 

We analyzed the temporal relationship of these attentional effects.  For the foveal cells, the 

feature attentional modulation became significant (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05) at 148 ms 

and 170 ms after fixation onset in IT and V4 Face-selective cells, respectively.  The attentional 

effect was significantly earlier in IT than that in V4 (two sided permutation test, p < 0.05).  The 

attentional latencies were similar in House-selective cells (IT: 139 ms; V4: 140 ms) and Non-

selective cells (IT:142 ms; V4: 137 ms).  Figure 3G show the cumulative distribution of feature 

attention latencies of these foveal units.  Overall, the latencies in V4 and IT foveal cells were 

similar, except for the late effect in V4 Face-selective cells.  For the peripheral cells, the latencies 

of feature attention effects were 137 ms, 136 ms and 58 ms in V4, IT and LPFC, respectively.  

The attentional effect was significantly earlier in LPFC than in V4 and IT foveal and peripheral 

cells (Figure 3 H-I; two-sided permutation test, p < 0.05), consistent with previous findings (Zhou 

& Desimone 2011; Bichot et al., 2015).  We further compared the time courses of attentional 

modulations between the peripheral and the foveal within the same area.  Overall, the latencies of 

feature attention effects were similar in the two parts of visual field in V4 and IT (two-sided 
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permutation test, p > 0.05; Figure 3 H-I), except for the late effects in V4 foveal Face-selective 

cells.   

 

Influence of foveal feature attention state on the peripheral feature attentional modulation 

The temporal overlap of these attention effects suggested that feature attention effects might 

appear in parallel in the foveal and the peripheral.  To test this predication, we analyzed the 

feature attention effects in the peripheral cells when the features of the stimulus in the foveal was 

either attended or not (illustrated in Figure 4).  Feature attention enhanced responses in V4, IT 

and LPFC peripheral cells (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05; Figure 4 B, E, H) during fixation 

on a distractor.  However, fixating on a target in the foveal seemed to dissipate this peripheral 

feature attentional enhancement (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p > 0.05; Figure 4 C, F, I), suggesting 

that feature attentional enhancements appeared either in the foveal or in the peripheral, but not in 

both areas.  In contrast to the peripheral attention modulation, the foveal attention effects 

recorded in this study occurred when there was always a peripheral target that could cause 

response enhancement in cells with RF covering the peripheral target, suggesting that the foveal 

feature attention process might dominate the peripheral attention process when target features 

appeared both in the foveal and the peripheral.     

 

As monkeys fixated longer on a target than on a distractor in our study (Figure S6; Wilcoxon rank-

sum test, p < 0.05), we analyzed the attention effects of peripheral cells with similar fixation 

duration (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p > 0.05).  We also found that the attentional enhancements in 

the peripheral were significant in V4, IT and LPFC during fixations on a distractor (Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test, p < 0.05; Figure S4 D-F), and there was no attentional enhancement in any 

period during fixations on a target (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p > 0.05; Figure S4 G-I, see also 

Figure 6).  Thus, the different attentional effects in the peripheral corresponding to different 

attention states in the foveal could not be explained by difference in fixation duration in these 

conditions.  Moreover, during target fixations followed by saccades to a target or a distractor 

stimulus in RF, response to the target stimulus was similar to the response to the distractor 

stimulus in peripheral Non-selective cells (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p > 0.05; Figure S4 J-L), 

while the response to the target stimulus was higher than the response to the distractor during 

distractor fixations (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05; Figure S4 M-O).  

 

 

Influence of foveal feature attention state on the peripheral spatial attentional modulation 

We investigated influence of foveal feature attention state on the peripheral spatial attentional 

process (illustrated in Figure 5).  When the features of foveal stimulus were not attended, we 

observed significant spatial attention effects in peripheral V4, IT, and LPFC units (Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test, p < 0.05; Figure 5 B, E, H), while fixating on a target in the foveal seemed to 

dissipate the spatial attention enhancements in peripheral LPFC and IT units (Wilcoxon signed-

rank test, p > 0.05; Figure 5 F, I), and reduce the spatial attention enhancements in V4 (Figure 5C).  

However, the peripheral spatial attentional effects (when the features of foveal stimuli were 

attended) became significant around saccade onset in IT and LPFC (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p 

< 0.05; Figure 7 J-K, right), and were significant or near significant after excluding the influence 

of longer saccade reaction times in this condition by equalizing fixation duration across different 
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foveal attention states (IT: Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p=0.1; LFPC: Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p 

< 0.05; Figure S5 E-F), suggesting that foveal feature attention might mainly delay the spatial 

attention enhancements in the peripheral. 

 

Feature and spatial attention distribution during search 

There were four types of fixations throughout visual search before the last target fixation: the “D-

D” fixation in which monkeys fixated on a distractor followed by a saccade to a distractor (Figure 

6D), the “D-T” fixation in which monkeys fixated on a distractor followed by a saccade to a target 

(Figure 6H), the “T-D” fixation in which monkeys fixated on a target followed by a saccade to a 

distractor (Figure 6L), and the “T-T” fixation in which monkeys fixated on a target followed by a 

saccade to another target (Figure 6P).  Feature attention enhanced the responses to all peripheral 

targets on the screen and spatial attention enhanced the response to the saccade target around 

saccade onset during D-D fixations in V4, IT and LPFC peripheral cells (Wilcoxon signed-rank 

test, p < 0.05; Figure 6 A-C), and during D-T fixations (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05; 

Figure 7 E-G; Figure 6 J-L).  Feature attention did not enhance the response to the peripheral 

target during T-D fixations in those cells (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p > 0.05; Figure 6 I-K left) 

and during T-T fixations (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p > 0.05; Figure 6 M-O left).  However, 

spatial attention enhanced the response to the saccade target in V4, IT and LPFC during T-D 

fixations (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05; Figure 6 I-K right), and during T-T fixations 

(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05; Figure 6 M-O right).  Thus, the distribution of attention in 

the peripheral whether fixation was on a target or a distractor in the foveal.  There were parallel 

feature attention to target stimuli and spatial attention to a saccade target in the peripheral during 

distractor fixation.  During target fixation, no feature but spatial attention to the saccade target in 

the peripheral, it seemed like a serial attention shift during visual search. 

 

Dependence of feature attentional modulation on the stimulus category 

Neural mechanisms of feature attention based on simple visual features such as colors, simple 

shapes, luminance, motion direction have been widely investigated, while study on attention to 

complex visual features such as high-level category features is still absent.  We observed larger 

attentional modulation on responses to the stimuli of the preferred category that evoked higher 

visual responses in these foveal selective cells (Figure 2).  To further clarify the role of category 

features in this attention process, we analyzed attentional modulations on different levels of 

responses to different stimuli in the same category and the modulations on responses to different 

categories.  The stimuli in the same category were classified into 4 subsets based on their 

response amplitudes.  Figure 7 A-H show the attention effects on responses from low to high to 

different subsets of House stimuli and Face stimuli in IT House-selective cells.  The attentional 

effects across responses to different subsets seemed similar although the visual responses evoked 

by the four subsets were very different, suggesting the feature attentional modulation might 

depend on stimulus category, rather than on the response level alone.  Figure 7I shows 

relationship between averaged attention effects during a time window of 150 to 225 ms after 

fixation onset and the averaged magnitudes of visual response (time window: 50-225 ms after 

fixation onset) to different subsets of stimuli in the IT House-selective cells.  The visual response 

to the four different subsets of House stimuli were significant different when they were attended 

(one-way ANOVA, F3, 335 = 20.33, P < 0.001; Table 1) and not attended (one-way ANOVA, F3, 335 
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= 19.57, P < 0.001; Table 1), while the attention effects on responses to the four different subsets 

were similar (one-way ANOVA, F3, 335 = 1.09, P > 0.05; Table 1).  The attention effects on 

responses to different categories (House vs Face) were significantly different (one-way ANOVA, 

F1, 1354 = 19.09, P < 0.001; Table 1).  These tendencies also appeared in V4 House-selective cells 

(within category: one-way ANOVA, F3, 297 = 0.33, P > 0.05; Across categories: one-way ANOVA, 

F1, 1202 = 10.73, P < 0.001; Figure 7K, Figure S7 Q-X; Table 1), and V4 Face-selective cells 

(within category: one-way ANOVA, F3, 262 = 0.46, P > 0.05; Across categories one-way ANOVA, 

F1, 1062 = 15.97, P < 0.001; Figure 7L, Figure S7 I-P; Table 1).  For the IT Face-selective cells, the 

attention effects within category and between categories were both significantly different (one-

way ANOVA, P < 0.05; Figure 7J, Figure S7 A-H and Table 1), but the effects across categories 

(F1,1918 = 125.65) were substantially larger than the effects within category (F3,476 = 3.77).  

 

Interestingly, in V4 Face-selective cells, the attention effects for the subset of Face stimuli with the 

smallest visual response was still larger (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05) than the attention 

effects for the subset of House stimuli with the largest visual response, while the visual response 

to the Face subset was similar (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p > 0.05) to the response to the House 

subset (Figure 7L).  

 

For these Non-selective cells, the response magnitude and the attention effect between categories 

were similar.  The Attention Indices in responses to the Face and House stimuli were not 

different (IT, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, N = 558, p > 0.05; V4, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, N = 

1051, p > 0.05; Figure S3 G-J).  Thus, feature attention enhanced responses to the two categories 

of stimuli non-selectively in these Non-selective foveal cells.  Together, it seemed that the 

category dependence of feature attention modulation was determined by selectivity of foveal cells.  

 

 

Discussion 

 

We have developed a category-based visual search task and recorded both foveal and peripheral 

cells simultaneously to investigate the attentional process in V4, IT and LPFC.  Foveal cells 

exhibited stronger Face- or House- selectivity than that of the peripheral cells in area V4 and IT 

cortex.  These selective cells showed stronger feature attentional enhancement to their preferred 

stimulus category, while the attentional effects on different level responses to stimuli within the 

same category were similar.  While the foveal attention effects occurred when there was always a 

peripheral target that could be attended, the peripheral feature attentional enhancement in V4, IT, 

and LPFC disappeared when the foveal stimulus features were attended.  Paying attention to the 

foveal features also delayed spatial attentional effects to peripheral locations in these areas. Thus, 

when target features appeared both in the foveal and the peripheral, feature attention effects 

seemed to occur predominately in the foveal, but not to distribute across the visual field according 

to common view of distributed feature attention effects.  This study also further clarified the 

distribution of feature attention and overt spatial attention throughout visual search. 

  

Although foveal visual and attentional processing plays an important role in the visual search, 

understanding of its neural mechanisms is still very limited.  In visual cortex, studies on the 
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foveal visual system have been mostly focused on mechanisms of object recognition and 

categorization (Bao et al., 2020; Bashivan et al., 2019; Chang and Tsao, 2017; Hong et al., 2016; 

Yamins et al., 2014) in tasks other than the free-gaze visual search.  We recorded foveal and 

peripheral cells simultaneously in this study.  Consistent with preferentially analyzing the foveal 

stimuli in the visual field in the primate visual system, we found that foveal cells exhibited 

stronger Face- or House- selectivity than that of the peripheral cells.  About 57% IT and 30% V4 

foveal units were Face- or House-selective, but only 8% IT and 4% V4 peripheral units were 

selective, which would be helpful for the foveal system to perform visual analysis of different 

stimuli during visual search.  Previous studies show that masking the foveal visual field results in 

decreases in search accuracy, increases in search time (Bertera and Rayner, 2000; Cornelissen et 

al., 2005; McIlreavy et al., 2012; Murphy and Foley-Fisher, 1988; Nuthmann, 2014; Shen et al., 

2003).  We found that feature attention enhanced responses of Face-selective, House-selective, 

and Non-selective foveal cells in V4 and IT, and the levels of response to the attended stimuli 

were related to saccadic search behaviors.   

 

The foveal feature attention seemed to engage stimulus processing in the foveal at a cost of 

peripheral stimulus processing.  Behaviorally, fixations on a target stimulus tended to be longer 

than fixations on a distractor in this study.  Consistent with this, previous studies show that 

attention toward a task in the foveal such as visual discrimination substantially degraded the 

overall visual search performance, including longer reaction time, more fixations, and longer 

fixation duration (Shen et al., 2003; Hooge & Erkelens, 1999).  Further, we observed that the 

peripheral feature attentional enhancement disappeared when the features of foveal stimulus were 

attended, and the spatial attention effects in the peripheral were also delayed.  Feature attention in 

the foveal seemed to delay search for next stimulus.  The feature attentional enhancements in the 

peripheral appeared when features of foveal stimulus were not attended, which facilitated search 

for next stimulus in the peripheral.  Thus, the efficient visual search might depend on 

coordination of the foveal and peripheral attentional processes.  

 

Numerous studies in non-human primates suggest that feature attention enhances stimuli with 

attended features across the visual field in visual search (Bichot et al., 2005; Mazer and Gallant, 

2003; Motter, 2018; Sapountzis et al., 2018; Zhou and Desimone, 2011) and other tasks (Cohen 

and Maunsell, 2011; Maunsell and Treue, 2006; McAdams and Maunsell, 2000; Treue and 

Martinez-Trujillo,1999).  EEG and fMRI studies also show that relevant color or category was 

saliently represented in parallel across the visual field when that feature was attended during 

visual search (Bartsch et al., 2018; Painter et al., 2014; Peelen et al., 2009).  These studies were 

based on the responses to stimuli in the peripheral without considering feature attention to the 

foveal stimuli.  Our study extended the understanding of feature attention distribution by 

considering both the foveal and peripheral visual field.  We found that feature attention 

enhancements appeared either in the foveal or in the peripheral in our visual search task, but not in 

both, which were different from the common idea that feature attention is deployed throughout the 

visual field.  It seemed that the global feature attention effects suggested by previous studies are 

confined to the peripheral visual field. In addition, because the foveal attention effects in this 

study occurred when there was always a peripheral target that could cause response enhancement 

in cells with RF covering the peripheral target, and the feature attentional enhancements in the 
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peripheral disappeared when feature of foveal stimulus were attended, suggesting that foveal 

feature attentional processing might dominate peripheral feature attentional processing in our task.    

 

Bichot et al. (2005) show evidence for both the parallel and serial attention engagement during 

visual search, with the parallel feature attention processes in the visual field and serially overt 

spatial attention on one stimulus each time.  Our study further clarified the attention distribution 

throughout visual search, showing the parallel feature attention on multiple stimuli and spatial 

attention on the saccade target in the peripheral during distractor fixations, and spatial attention to 

the saccade target in the peripheral during target fixations.  Previous studies show evidences for 

serial shifts of covert attention across items in the search array (Buschman and Miller, 2009; 

Woodman and Luck, 2003).  Guided search model suggests that serial selection is guided 

parallelly by multiple source of information including the “top-down” guidance such as target 

features.  Studies show that different features (color, size, orientation) cause very different 

patterns of guidance.  For example, color is very effective in guiding search (Friedman-Hill and 

Wolfe, 1995; Lindsey et al., 2010; Palmer et al., 2019), while orientation information is less 

effective or even harmful for efficient search (Hulleman, 2020; Hulleman, Lund, & Skarratt, 2019; 

Olds & Fockler, 2004). We used the naturalistic complex stimuli in our visual task, and these 

stimuli are more similar to objects we met in daily life than the simple stimuli, such as 

combination of sample shapes and colors.  Further study is needed to investigate whether the 

pattern of the attention deployment found in our study is applicable to visual search using simple 

stimuli, and the serially covert attention shift during search. 

 

Feature attention based on simple features such as color, shape, motion, etc. (Bichot et al., 2005, 

2019; Cohen and Maunsell, 2011; Maunsell and Treue, 2006; McAdams and Maunsell, 2000; 

Motter, 2018; Sapountzis et al., 2018; Treue and Martinez-Trujillo,1999; Zhou and Desimone, 

2011) has been widely investigated.  Feature attention enhancement of neuronal responses to 

naturalistic complex (object, Face, or natural photograph patches) has been reported in a few 

studies (Hayden and Gallant, 2009; Bichot et al., 2015), while the dependence of the attention 

effects on the stimulus category is still an open question.  We found that Face-selective and 

House-selective cells showed stronger feature attentional enhancement to their preferred stimulus 

category, similar to feature attention effects based on simple feature in corresponding selective 

cells.  Moreover, the attentional effects on different level responses to stimuli within the same 

category were similar, suggesting that the feature attentional modulation depended on stimulus 

category, rather than the response level alone.  Similar to simple features, feature attention could 

also be based on the complex features of naturalistic stimuli.  
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Figure 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Task and recording sites. 

(A) Illustration of the behavioral tasks.  A central cue was presented first to indicate the category 

of the searched-for target, then a search array with eleven stimuli including two target stimuli and 

nine distractors appeared on the screen.  The cue and the two targets belonged to the same 

category, but the targets were always different from the cue.  Monkeys were rewarded for 

fixating on either one of the targets for ≥800 ms. 

(B) Stimuli of Face category and House category. 

(C) MRI images showing the typical recording regions of V4, IT and LPFC.  Red arrows 

indicated the electrode trace directions. 
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Figure 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Foveal feature attentional modulation in V4 and IT. 

(A) Normalized firing rates averaged across the IT foveal Face-selective cells during Face Target, 

Face Distractor, House Target, and House Distractor fixations (see methods).  All firing rates 

were normalized to the maximum rates of the attended responses of preferred category.  Shading 

around average firing rates indicates the SEM (±).  (B)-(F) show the normalized population 

responses in V4 Face-selective cells, IT House-selective cells, V4 House-selective cells, IT Non-

selective cells and V4 Non-selective cells, respectively.  For non-selective cells, Face Target and 

House Target fixations were combined into “Target” fixations, and Face Distractor and House 

Distractor fixations were combined into “Distractor” fixations.  Firing rates were normalized to 

the maximum rates of the “Target” responses.   
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Figure 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  Temporal relationship of attentional modulation in the foveal and the peripheral. 

(A)-(C) show population responses of peripheral Non-selective cells to target stimuli (“Target”) 

and to matched distractor stimuli (“Distractor”) in V4, IT and LPFC, respectively.  (D)-(F) show 

population responses of these cells to stimuli followed by saccades into their RF (Attention In) 

and out of their RF (Attention Out) in V4, IT and LPFC, respectively.  (G) Cumulative 

distribution of feature attention effect latencies in V4 and IT, computed from individual foveal 

Face-, House- and Non-selective units and represented as proportions of the total units.  (H)-(I) 

show cumulative distributions of feature attention effect latencies of the foveal and peripheral 

units in IT and V4, respectively.    
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Figure 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  Influence of foveal feature attention state on the peripheral feature attentional 

modulation. 

(A), (D), (G) show population responses of peripheral Non-selective cells to target stimuli 

(“Target”) and to matched distractor stimuli (“Distractor”) without considering central fixations in 

V4 (N = 418), IT (N = 117), and LPFC (N = 356), respectively.  (B), (E), (H) show responses of 

these cells to target stimuli and to matched distractor stimuli during distractor fixations. The Target 

and Distractor conditions during distractor fixations are illustrated above (B).  (C), (F), (I) show 

responses of these cells to target stimuli and to matched distractor stimuli during target fixations. 

The Target and Distractor conditions during target fixations are illustrated above (C). 
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Figure 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.  Influence of foveal feature attention state on the peripheral spatial attentional 

modulation. 

(A), (D), (G) show spatial attention effects of V4 peripheral Non-selective cells (N = 600), IT 

peripheral Non-selective cells (N = 189), and LPFC peripheral Non-selective cells (N = 406), 

respectively.  (B), (E), (H) show spatial attention effects of these cells when the features of foveal 

stimulus were not attended.  The Attention In and Attention Out conditions during distractor 

fixations are illustrated above (B).  (C), (F), (I) show spatial attention effects of these cells when 

the features of foveal stimulus were attended.  The Attention In and Attention Out conditions 

during target fixations are illustrated above (C). 
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Figure 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.  Feature and spatial attention distribution during search 

(A)-(C) show feature and spatial attention effects of Non-selective units during D-D fixations in 

V4 (N = 729), IT (N = 238), and LPFC (N = 466), respectively.  (D) Illustration of feature and 

spatial attention distribution during D-D fixations.  (E)-(G) show feature and spatial attention 

effects of these units during D-T fixations in V4 (N = 732), IT (N = 238), and LPFC (N = 468), 

respectively.  (H) Illustration of feature and spatial attention distributions during D-T fixations.  

(I)-(K) show feature and spatial attention effects of these units during T-D fixations in V4 (N = 

684), IT (N = 212), and LPFC (N = 444), respectively.  (L) Illustration of feature and spatial 

attention distributions during T-D fixations.  (M)-(O) show feature and spatial attention effects of 

these units during T-T fixations in V4 (N = 672), IT (N = 206), and LPFC (N = 445), respectively.  

(P) Illustration of feature and spatial attention distributions during T-T fixations.   
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Figure 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.  Influence of stimulus category on the attentional modulation. 

(A)-(D) show the feature attentional effects on responses from low to high to 4 subsets of House 

stimuli in IT House-selective cells (N = 339), respectively.  The rectangle shading indicates the 

time window (150 - 225 ms after fixation onset) used for analyzing the attentional effects.  (E)-

(H) show the feature attentional effects on responses from low to high to 4 subsets of Face stimuli 

in IT House-selective cells (N = 339), respectively.  (I) The attention effects on responses to 

subsets of Face stimuli and House stimuli in IT House-selective cells.  X axis: the amplitude of 

normalized visual response to subsets of House and Face stimuli; Y axis: the amplitude of 

attentional effects (Attended – Unattended) on response to these stimulus subsets.  Visual 

response was calculated in a window of 50 - 225 ms after fixation onset, while the subsets of 

stimuli were not attended.  (J)-(L) show the attention effects on responses to stimulus subsets in 

IT foveal Face-selective cells (N = 480), V4 foveal House-selective cells (N = 301), and V4 foveal 

Face-selective cells (N = 266), respectively. 
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Methods 

 

General Procedures 

 

Two male rhesus monkeys weighing 12 and 15 kg were used.  Monkeys were implanted under 

aseptic conditions with a post to fix the head and recording chambers over areas V4, IT and LPFC.  

Localization of the chambers was based on MRI scans obtained before surgery.  The behavioral 

experiments were under the control of a computer using MonkeyLogic software (University of 

Chicago, IL; Asaad et al., 2013), which presented the stimuli, monitored eye movements, and 

triggered the delivery of the reward.  All animal procedures were approved by the Animal Care 

and Use Committees of Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology, Chinese Academy of 

Sciences (No. SIAT-IRB-160223-NS-ZHH-A0187-003). 

 

Behavioral tasks 

 

Monkeys were trained to perform a free-gaze visual search task.  After 400 ms fixation on a 

center spot, a cue stimulus replaced the center spot and presented in the central of screen.  The 

cue stimulus was replaced by the center fixation spot after a 500 - 1300 ms random period.  

Following another 500 ms fixation on the center spot, a search array with 11 items including two 

target stimuli was presented in 11 randomly selected locations from a total of 20 pre-defined 

locations.  The two target stimuli and the cue stimulus belonged to the same category, although 

the target stimuli were always different from the cue stimulus.  The cue stimulus was selected 

randomly from the House or Face stimuli with equal probability.  The other 9 stimuli in the 

search array belonged to the other three categories.  The stimuli consisted of 160 natural object 

images including 4 categories (Face 40; House 40; Flower 40; Hand 40), subtended an area of 

approximately 2 × 2 degree.  The aspect ratio, luminance, hue and saturation in HSV color space 

of these images were matched across categories.  Monkeys were required to find either one of 

two targets within 4000 ms and keep fixation on the target for 800 ms to receive a juice reward.  

No constraints were placed on their search behavior to allow animals to conduct the search 

naturally.  Before the search array onset, monkeys were required to keep central fixation.  The 

20 locations, covering the visual field of eccentricities from 5 to 11 degree, included 18 locations 

located symmetrically in the left and right visual field with 9 in each side, and 2 locations on the 

vertical middle line.   

 

A visually guided saccade task was used to map the peripheral receptive fields (RFs) of recorded 

cells.  After central fixation for 400 ms, one stimulus appeared randomly in 1 of the 20 locations, 

monkeys were required to make a saccade to the stimulus within 500 ms and fixate on it for 300 

ms to get a reward.  

 

Neural Recording 

 

Single unit and multi-unit spikes were recorded from V4, IT and LPFC through 24 or 32-contact 

electrodes (V-Probe or S-Probe, Plexon Inc, Dallas, USA) in a 128 channel Cerebus System 

(Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA).  In most sessions, we recorded activities in 
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two of the above three areas simultaneously.  Neural signals were filtered between 250 Hz and 5 

kHz, amplified and digitized at 30 kHz to obtain spike data.  The location of recordings in V4, IT 

and LPFC was verified with MRI.  Eye movements were recorded by an infrared eye tracking 

system (iViewX Hi-Speed, SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI), Teltow, Germany) at a sampling rate 

of 500 Hz. 

 

Data Analysis 

 

Firing rate analysis. 

Measurements of neural activity were derived from spike density functions generated by 

convolving the time of action potentials with a function that projects activity forward in time 

(Growth = 1 ms, Decay = 20 ms) and approximates an EPSP (Thompson et al., 1996).   

 

Receptive field analysis. 

Visual response to the Cue stimulus and to the search array in free-gaze visual search task, which 

were detected by comparing the firing rates during a post-stimulus period (50 to 200 ms after 

stimulus onset) with the baseline firing rates during a pre-stimulus period (-150 to 0 ms before 

stimulus onset) using a Wilcoxon rank-sum test, were first used to separate cells with foveal RFs 

and cells with peripheral RFs.  Foveal cells were defined as these that only responded to the Cue 

stimulus in the foveal (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P < 0.05), but not to the search array appeared in 

the peripheral visual field (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P > 0.05).  Peripheral cells were defined as 

these that responded only to the search array (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P < 0.05), but not to the 

Cue stimulus (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P > 0.05).  There were also other cells that respond 

significantly to both the Cue stimulus and the search array, which were not further investigated.  

The RFs and stimulus selectivity of these peripheral cells were further mapped based on their 

activities in the visually guided saccade task.   

 

Category Selectivity analysis. 

We determined the selectivity of cells based on a selectivity index similar to the index used in 

previous studies on IT (Freiwald et al., 2009; Freiwald and Tsao, 2010).  For foveal cells, the 

responses to Face stimuli (RFace) or House stimuli (RHouse) were determined by subtracting baseline 

activity during -150 to 0 ms from the Cue stimulus onset from the firing rates during 50 to 200 ms 

after the onset in visual search task.  For peripheral cells, the responses were determined by 

subtracting baseline activity during -150 to 0 ms from the peripheral stimulus onset from the firing 

rates during 50 to 200 ms after the onset in the visually guided saccade task.  The selectivity 

index (SI) was defined as (RFace-RHouse) / (RFace+RHouse).  SI was set to 1 when RFace > 0 and 

RHouse < 0, and to -1 when RFace < 0 and RHouse > 0.  For Face-selective cells, their RFace was at 

least 130% of their RHouse, that is, their SIs were larger than 0.13, and RFace were significantly 

higher than RHouse (Wilcoxon rank-sum, p < 0.05).  Similarly, in these House-selective cells, their 

RHouse were at least 130% of their RFace, and RHouse were significantly higher than RFace.  Cells 

were defined as Non-selective cells if their RFace and RHouse were similar (Wilcoxon rank-sum, p > 

0.05).  The remaining cells that did not fit into any above types of cells were classified as Un-

defined cells. 
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Attention effect analysis. 

To investigate the feature attention in foveal cells, we compared responses to a target stimulus in 

the foveal and responses to the same stimulus in the foveal when it was a distractor, while monkey 

was preparing a saccade away from the stimulus.  For Face- or House- selective cells, fixations 

during search period (before the last fixation on the target at the end of search) were sorted into 

four types: “Face Target”, “Face Distractor”, “House Target”, and “House Distractor”.  In the 

Face Target fixations, the stimulus in the foveal was a Face stimulus and the monkey was 

searching for a Face target.  In the Face Distractor fixations, the stimulus in the foveal was a Face 

stimulus and the monkey was searching for a House target.  In the House Target fixations, the 

stimulus in the foveal was a House stimulus and the monkey was searching for a House target.  

In the House Distractor fixations, the stimulus in the foveal was House stimulus and the monkey 

was searching for a Face target.  For Non-selective cells, Face Target and House Target fixations 

were combined into “Target” fixations, and Face Distractor and House Distractor fixations were 

combined into “Distractor” fixations.  The stimulus in the foveal was matched across the 

attended and unattended conditions. Neural activities in V4 and IT during these fixations were 

calculated and compared to show the feature attention effects.  

 

For feature attention effects in peripheral cells, we sorted fixations during the search period 

according to a similar approach in our pervious study (Zhou and Desimone, 2011).  In the 

“Target” fixations, one target stimulus was in the cell’s RF.  In the “Distractor” fixations, the 

same stimulus was in the same location of the cell’s RF, but now it was a distractor.  Only 

fixations followed by a saccade away from the RF were included for this analysis.   For spatial 

attention effects in the peripheral cells, we compared responses in “Attention In” and “Attention 

Out” fixations, which followed by saccades to one stimulus in the RF and out of the RF of a cell, 

respectively.  The saccade target stimulus in RF during Attention In fixations were matched with 

a stimulus in the same location in RF during Attention Out fixations.   

 

The latency of attention effects at population average level was determined based on averaged 

responses of each cells using a sliding window method.  If a significant difference (Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test, p < 0.05) was found successively for 35 ms between the “attended” and 

“unattended” responses or between the Attention In and Attention Out responses, the first time 

point of the 35 ms window was defined as the starting point of attentional modulation.  To test 

whether a latency difference at the population level was significant, we ran a two-sided 

permutation test with 1000 repeats as described in our previous study (Zhou and Desimone, 2011).  

The Attention Indices to quantify the magnitude of attention effects was defined as the difference 

divided by the sum of the firing rates in the two attention conditions based on the averaged firing 

rates in a time window of 150 - 225 ms after fixation onset.  
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